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love guru 2 full movie in hindi 720p - and were
suddenly being told that having a happy,
contented life is not enough. we have to have a
spiritual life. and i realized then that i had been
looking for the keys to happiness in the wrong
place - i had been looking in the wrong place for a
spiritual life, for a way to approach life in this world
in a positive way. in my search for the keys to
happiness, i did not realize that there is no way to
happiness other than the way that god has made
it. god has made it simple and easy and clear. we
are born free and equal, and we have a choice. we
can use our intelligence, and our creativity to find
a way to make this life a little easier for each other
and for our world, but we must always remember
that we are free to choose. we can use our
intelligence and creativity to do great things for
ourselves, and for our world, but we must always
remember that we are free to choose. we can
choose to use our intelligence and creativity for
the greater good of all, but we must always
remember that we are free to choose. we can use
our love, our kindness and our laughter to
transform this world, but we must always
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remember that we are free to choose. we can
choose to love ourselves and others, but we must
always remember that we are free to choose. love
guru 2 full movie in hindi 720p - we will no longer
be told that having a happy, contented life is not
enough. we have to have a spiritual life. and i
realized then that i had been looking for the keys
to happiness in the wrong place - i had been
looking in the wrong place for a spiritual life, for a
way to approach life in this world in a positive way.
in my search for the keys to happiness, i did not
realize that there is no way to happiness other
than the way that god has made it. god has made
it simple and easy and clear. we are born free and
equal, and we have a choice. we can use our
intelligence, and our creativity to find a way to
make this life a little easier for each other and for
our world, but we must always remember that we
are free to choose. we can use our intelligence and
creativity to do great things for ourselves, and for
our world, but we must always remember that we
are free to choose.
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i don't like this movie, it is full of poor english. the
cinematography is not so good. the story is not

interesting. ajay devgan is pretty bad in this film.
this is my second favorite movie of ajay devgan.

the movie is average. it is not a good movie. if you
have watched guru, you will definitely love the

sequel. the film revolves around a man who has
been dreaming of being a guru since his childhood.
he has promised his dying father that he would be
a guru one day. he makes his first move by writing

a book on spirituality. the film stars vijay, girish
karnad, kishore, nizhalgal ravi, kaikal juyal, suresh
gopi, kunal khemu, deepak raj and nassar. this film
is a remake of the tamil film love guru. i read self-
help books, i study religions and spirituality, and i
thought this was a funny movie. movies such as

these teach us to not take life so seriously. it would
seem that anyone who claims to have any sense of
spirituality or enlightenment, and was offended by
this movie, doesn't really understand truth. to be

pro the movie, or neutral to the movie is one thing,
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but to attack the movie, to be against the movie,
would seem to be self-defeating. attacking the

movie gives energy (and publicity) to it, for which,
i'm sure the makers are very grateful. i thought

the headlines of certain people being 'outraged' by
the movie were as humorous as the movie. deepak

knows..he took it in good fun. 5ec8ef588b
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